Make Kindness Great Again Tour
A Kindness Explosion Experience!

Why in a nutshell?
• Have you noticed that those outside of relationship with Jesus can be under
the impression that Believers are entirely inwardly focused people. Think of
serving the city as a way to deposit into our credibility account. With enough
repeats of serving and time to spiritually marinate, your community will be
drawn into relationship with Christ. We’ve seen momentum engage like never
before when we bring kindness in practical ways.
• Spontaneously promote both our church as well as others as we show
generosity.
• Ignite outreach enthusiasm that’s doable, repeatable and fun!
• Build outreach confidence that will stir a natural, magnetic draw to your
congregation.
• Unleash kinetic energy for outreach in your congregation and other churches
scattered around the community. As momentum increases, the broken parts of
all our congregations will be healed and restored.
What is it?
• Imagine a party thrown by Billy Graham and Mother Teresa. There’s an
element of evangelism along with a healing hand as we serve in a variety of
practical ways to passers by in your neck of the woods.
• A cross section of Believers gather to do something practical for others
beyond the current reach of their congregation.
• We give away outreach cards with our church’s information to allow those we
serve to follow up on us when we can’t follow up on them.
• A brief training time — 30 minutes.
• Go out into the community for an additional 90 minutes to serve in practical
ways that will directly connect with others — bottles of water to the thirsty,
reverse dollar carwashes (we surprise drivers by giving them a dollar for the
privilege of serving them). Some teams will even clean public toilets as a way
to show God’s love in a practical way.
• Regather for a time of story sharing and pizza. We pass the mic to whoever
can share a story or oﬀer an impression. A downloading time tends to solidify
the outreach experience.
• The entire event lasts about three hours.

ROI(R): Returns On Investment (in Relationship)
• Relationship is built within our group and beyond with other folks who join with
us in serving — there’s nothing like a shared outreach to connect individuals
and other congregations that join us.
• Grow together and deepen relationships when we serve others together.
• Establish or deepen your relationship with the greater community. They need
to know more than your location!
History
• We’ve led several dozen Kindness Explosions starting in Cincinnati in the
1990s. Our largest was connected with a Billy Graham Mission. In less than
three hours over 300 congregations served over 300,000. Our outreach made
the national news!
• Billy Graham himself encouraged us to take Kindness Explosions on the road
and spread the model and message that anyone, any church, any group can
connect with the city around them in simple, doable yet profound ways that
extend the life of God to their community.
• We see Kindness Explosions as a simple way to launch into the city — to at
least put our feet in the water. Our aim is to strike a match that will burn within
your group long after the Kindness Explosion.
Specific dates and times:
• As a traveling team, we will work with you on specific dates according to the
time when we’ll be near you.
• Saturdays are often a great time to do this, though other days in the week
might work as well depending on your schedule.
Cost:
• We need to recoup our expenses.
• We do not charge any specific amount to be a part of the Kindness Explosion.
This is a bare bones, break even deal. We’ve found that it’s a mistake to tax
participating groups. We ask that you allow participants to give in some
fashion to empower us onto our next location!
Leadership:
We need a point person who will work with Kindness Outreach staﬀ at various
stages prior to the outreach time.
Questions?
Text us: 813-300-5207
Kindness.com

